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ABSTRACT 

The presence of nano and micro plastics in water has increasingly become a major environmental challenge. A key 

dispute in their discovery resides in the comparatively inadequate investigative techniques available preventing deep 

understanding of the fate of nano/micro plastics in water. The occurrence of nano/micro plastics in water and 

wastewater treatment plants poses a concern for the quality of the treated water. Appropriate to their extensive but 

modest dimension and assorted chemical scenery, nano/micro plastics might voyage effortlessly alongside water and 

wastewater treatment development infiltrating remediation processes at a range of levels, representing prepared and 

process stability challenges. An assessment endeavor at presenting the existing understanding of the fate and contact 

of nano/micro plastics through water and wastewater treatment plants. The formation and fragmentation 

mechanisms, physical-chemical properties and occurrence of nano/micro plastics in water are correlated to the 

interactions of nano/micro plastics with water and wastewater treatment plant processes and potential solutions to 

limit these interactions are comprehensively reviewed. This dangerous analysis offers innovative strategies to 

boundary the number of nano/ micro plastics in water and wastewater to remain water quality up to the necessary 

standards and diminish threats on our ecosystems.  
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INTRODUCTION 

A number of environmental monitoring studies have 

reported on the occurrence of plastics in various 

environmental matrices including the marine 

environment, freshwater systems such as lakes and 

rivers, sediments, soil, dust and air. Plastics that enter 

the environment have the potential to effectively adsorb 

organic pollutants, and these may be released upon 

digestion by biota or through environmental 

degradation, leading to possible impacts on ecosystems. 

Similarly, plastics may contain additives such as UV 

stabilizers, plasticizers, flame-retardants and 

antioxidants which are used in their manufacturing 

process to enhance their properties such as flexibility 

and durability. Certain chemical additives are toxic and 

can potentially leach from plastics that enter the 

environment. Plastic contamination has been reported to 

cause direct physical and chemical harm resulting in 

oxidative damage, mortality, physical damage, effects 

on reproduction, reduction of predatory performance, 

reduction in feeding rates among others, to a variety of 

exposed marine, freshwater and terrestrial organisms  

Untenable utilize and clearance of plastic is origin 

persistent and widespread environmental corruption. 

Micro plastics are plastics slighter than 5 mm, 

intentionally produced or resulting from the weathering 

of larger plastics that may cause adverse effects in 

organisms and ecosystems. Micro plastics are present in 

wastewater and may become more dangerous by 

adsorbing harmful agents, such as pharmaceuticals and 

pathogenic organisms. Although wastewater is an 

important source of micro plastics, literature is lacking 

and not well known. This focus article attempts to 

describe current knowledge and identify future areas of 

research regarding sources, fate and solutions for micro 

plastics in wastewater.  

Nanoplastics (NP), with a size smaller than 0.1 µm, and 

micro plastics (MP), with a size between 0.1 µm and 5 

mm, comprise the smallest particle fraction of plastic 

debris globally. Although the accumulation of NP and 

MP is currently a major concern studies addressing their 

effects on single species are scarce, and nothing is 

known about their long-term effects at the community 

level. Freshwaters are particularly affected as sediments 

are known to accumulate NP and MP due to the vicinity 

of sources and due to aggregation and biofouling 
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processes and subsequent settling, which create hot spot 

areas that might pose a risk for benthic organisms. 

Although a growing number of studies focusing on MPs 

are being released, there is a lack of knowledge 

regarding the interactions between NPs/MPs and 

WWTPs processes. The generation of NPs from MPs 

fragmentation has been discussed nevertheless no 

attempts to correlate the mechanism of fragmentation to 

the mechanical properties of MPs and NPs have been 

made. Furthermore, the occurrence and fate of MPs 

through WWTPs have been established however the 

impact of WWTPs processes on MPs fragmentation and 

the resulting consequences on the performance of water 

treatments have not been investigated yet. Hence, this 

review aims at providing a critical analysis of the 

interactions of NPs/MPs with current WWTPs systems 

based on available information about (i) the generation 

mechanism and occurrence of NPs/MPs in water; (ii) 

the fate and impact of NPs/MPs travelling water and 

wastewater treatment units; and (iii) the potential 

solutions to reduce the interactions between WWTPs 

processes and NPs/MPs. With regards to this review, 

prospects on key future research directions are finally 

presented.   

RELATED WORK 

In [1] Adil Bakir, Steven J. Rowland, Richard C. 

Thompson et al presents Micro plastics have the 

potential to uptake and discharge persistent organic 

pollutants; however, subsequent transport to marine 

organisms is defectively understood. Various 

representation estimate relocate of sorbed contaminants 

to organisms neglect the role of gut surfactants under 

differing physiological conditions in the gut examined 

at this point. Desorption rates of POPs were quantify in 

seawater and beneath simulated gut conditions. 

Influence of pH and temperature was examined in order 

to symbolize cold and warm blooded organisms. 

Desorption rates were earlier with gut surfactant, with a 

further substantial augment under conditions simulating 

warm blooded organisms. Desorption beneath gut 

circumstances might be up to 30 times greater than in 

seawater alone. Of the POP/ plastic arrangement 

observe Phe with PE give the uppermost probable for 

convey to organisms. GES is determined on the 

foundation of 11 quality descriptors of which descriptor 

10 communicate to the property and quantities of 

marine litter which might cause harm to the coastal and 

marine environment. Most importantly, gut conditions 

were investigated at two different pH and temperatures 

to investigate any related possessions on desorption 

rates of sorbed contaminants and to use conditions 

representing those in equally cold and warm blooded 

marine organisms.  

In [2] A. Behboudi, Y. Jafarzadeh, R. Yegani et al 

presents PVC based hollow fiber ultra filtration 

membranes incorporated with pristine and modified 

silver nanoparticles were prepared by wet spinning 

method. Fabricated membranes were then characterized 

by FESEM, EDX, contact angle, pure water flux, 

porosity, mechanical strength and antibacterial tests. It 

was found that all hollow fiber membranes had the 

same asymmetric structure and the presence of 

nanoparticles had no significant effect on the 

morphological structure of the membranes. The results 

of EDX analysis showed that the modification of silver 

nanoparticles improved their dispersion throughout the 

membranes. At the same content of nanoparticles, 

hydrophilicity, pure water flux and tensile strength of 

PVC/modified Ag membranes were more than that of 

PVC/Ag membranes. Moreover, the results of 

antibacterial test revealed that PVC/modified Ag 

membranes exhibited wider inhibition zones compared 

to PVC/Ag membranes. The main obstacles of silver 

embedded mixed matrix membranes are 

agglomeration/distribution of silver nanoparticles 

within the polymer matrix and the long-term stability of 

them during membrane filtration process. It has been 

reported that silver loss during membrane processes is 

related to the poor adhesion between polymer and 

silver. To prevent agglomeration and loss of silver 

nanoparticles in mixed matrix membranes, some 

researchers followed the method of immobilization of 

silver nanoparticles on other particles.  

In [3] Erwan Carré, Vincent Jauzein, Jean Pérot, Miguel 

Lopez-Ferber et al presents Ultraviolet disinfection is 

currently extensively implement as a tertiary treatment 

for wastewater reclamation. The negative impact of 

suspended particles on UV disinfection efficiency has 

been recognized. The aim of this study was to offer 

plant operators with a simple way to predict water 

quality degradation. To this conclusion, straightforward 

correlations between indicators of balanced particles 

contamination and UV disinfection efficiency of 

activated- sludge effluents were discover using effluents 
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from a wastewater treatment plant in the South of 

France. Three collections of microorganisms were 

considered: coliforms, Escherichia coli and enterococci. 

To test activated-sludge effluents of varying quality, 

secondary effluent was blended with different volumes 

of mixed liquor from the aeration reservoir of the 

WWTP. The number of particle greater than 25 μm was 

found to be well interrelated with entirety suspended 

solids (TSS) (R2=0.88), turbidity (R2=0.94) and UV 

transmittance at 254 nm (UVT254) (R2=0.81). Large 

particles were shown to impact UV disinfection at two 

main levels: they scattered UV light and they protected 

bacteria inside their compact cores. Linear relationship 

were strong-minded in this revise among indicator of 

balanced particles presence and 1) inactivation constant 

of the UV-susceptible portion of the microorganisms 

studied, 2) outstanding bacterial compute after 

exhibition to towering UV fluence. These correlations 

are intended to be used by the wastewater reclamation 

plant operator to predict the effect of secondary effluent 

quality degradation on the UV disinfection treatment 

process  

In [4] Gabriella Caruso et al presents Plastic 

contamination of water environments from waste 

discharges, developed raw materials, manufactured 

pellets or fragments of fishing nets, is appropriate a 

future research priority, since it has been recognized to 

be an emerging global threat for its numerous  

implications. Every day, roughly 140 million tones of 

artificial polymers are estimated to be produced and 

quite a little studies endeavor at investigating their 

global impact and interactions with organisms at quite 

little trophic levels. Supplementary sources of plastic 

pollution in the ocean are specified by secondary micro 

plastics originating from the breakdown of larger plastic 

items. In fact, even though plastics are extremely 

persistent in the marine environment, disclosure to 

physical, chemical and biological processes 

consequences in their fragmentation down into lesser 

pieces. Plastics present in surface waters are 

supplementary prone to degradation compared to those 

on the seafloor, for which decomposition is complete 

longer since of the cold water temperature and reduced 

sunlight penetration. The products of this fragmentation 

process are micro plastics, i.e. plastic particles having a 

dimension lower than 5 mm in diameter, which are a 

worldwide concern since these small particles can be 

ingested by many organisms including zooplankton, 

mussels, fish, seabirds and cetaceans.  

In [5] Yooeun Chae, Youn-Joo et al presents 

Contamination by bulk plastics and plastic debris is 

currently the one of the largest part serious 

environmental problems in aquatic ecosystems. In 

exacting, small-scale plastic debris such as micro 

plastics and nanoplastics has developed into leading 

contributors to the pollution of marine and freshwater 

ecosystems. Studies are investigating the impacts of 

micro-and nanoplastics on aquatic organisms and 

ecosystems international. This analysis covers 83 

studies that investigated the distribution of micro 

plastics and the ecotoxicity of micro- and nanoplastics 

in marine and freshwater ecosystems. The learning 

designates that micro-sized plastics and plastic debris 

were circulated at various concentrations in aquatic 

ecosystems around the world. They have a range of 

belongings on the enlargement progress, performance, 

reproduction, and mortality of aquatic animals. We 

discuss this learning in detail and suggest directions for 

future research. The use of these fluorescent particles 

allowed visual analysis of micro plastics. The study 

illustrate that smaller particles may accumulate more 

easily in organisms and that short-term exposure did not 

foundation significant biological effects, even though 

the authors suggested that long-term exposure studies 

and analysis of the effects of chronic exposure were 

essential.  

Nano/micro plastics and water/ wastewater 

treatment processes  

Water treatment progression have been calculated to 

eliminate impurities from water such as clay, metal or 

wood  nevertheless none of them is calculated for the 

removal of NPs/MPs. Unwanted interactions can occur 

between WWTPs and NPs/MPs such as the impact of 

the particles’ physical-chemical assets on the 

performance of water treatment processes. The 

reciprocal contact among the treatment units and 

NPs/MPs in term of particle fragmentation and decrease 

of water treatment performance based on the working 

standard of the development and the occurrence and 

behavior of NPs/MPs in water.  

Water and wastewater treatment plant structures 

WWTPs are used to treat water and wastewater by 

removing contaminants to produce reusable or 
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drinkable water and release treated wastewater in the 

environment by means of varying treatment unit design 

and organized for the removal of specific compounds in 

water. A typical water treatment plants includes 

coagulation and an air flotation or sedimentation step to 

remove solid particles, followed by a filtration step to 

collect suspended impurities and a final disinfection 

step used to ensure no bacteria or viruses is released 

into the treated water. However, water quality 

requirements are becoming more stringent due to the 

increasing need for safe and healthy drinking water. As 

a result, the use of advanced water treatment processes 

such as membrane filtration and oxidation may be 

necessary. For instance, water desalination, beverage 

and dairy industries are using such processes.  

Nano/micro plastics quantification 

MPs seem to be effectively removed from WWTPs, 

several limitations remain. Firstly, the challenge in the 

detection and quantification of NPs/MPs poses a real 

concern regarding the presence of NPs which cannot be 

detected. To date, no report has reported the fate and 

occurrence of NPs in WWTPs however, several reports 

have mentioned the limitations of their sampling 

devices stating that not all NPs/MPs present in water 

were quantified. Although analytical protocols have 

been optimized to accurately analyze MPs in real water 

matrices the detection of NPs is still challenging. 

Hence, more NPs and MPs than expected may be 

present in WWTPs water streams. MPs in water can 

have an irregular, spherical or fiber-like shape and not 

all studies consider all the different types of MPs, 

thereby resulting in inconsistencies in the reported 

number of MPs being removed. Finally, given the 

tendency of MPs to fragment into NPs, shear forces 

generated by mixing or pumping within WWTPs 

facilities could have decreased the number of MPs in 

water. This would result in the decrease in MPs 

concentrations in the effluents as reported by several 

studies, while the number of undetected NPs would 

have increased. Therefore, until robust and accurate 

analytical methods are set up, the quantification of NPs 

in water would not be accurate and the total number of 

NPs/MPs would be underestimated.  

Fragmentation of plastics 

As plastic fragments photo-degrades, particularly on 

land, objects instigate to illustrate feature surface cracks 

and pits. Localization of cracks to the surface layer is a 

consequence of the rapid attenuation of the damaging 

solar UV radiation as it transmits in the bulk of the 

plastic. The micro plastics enter the environment from 

this embrittled weak surface layer of oxidizing plastic 

debris. These reactions continue on in the micro plastic 

particles generated possibly progressing to yield 

particles at the nano-scale. However, the continuation 

of nano-scale synthetic in the ocean has not been 

description as yet.  

Both weathering and fragmentation rates are relatively 

rapid on beaches but generally several orders of 

magnitude slower, decreasing in the following order; 

plastics floating in water, in the mid-water column or in 

the marine sediments. The deprivation on beaches 

might be improved by the superior UV emission, 

advanced illustration temperatures and mechanical 

scrape attained by the beach litter, although some 

interaction between those factors is expected. The 

relative rates of degradation of plastic in different 

compartments of the marine environments have not 

been quantified but in any event depend on the plastic. 

However, the degradation of floating plastic is well 

known to be impeded by low water temperatures. 

Biofouling of floating plastics in the ocean is 

ubiquitous, and often leads to a rich growth of surface 

fauna. These shields the plastic from solar UV and 

invariably increase its density and hence sinking out of 

the photic zone, preventing further UV-mediated 

degradation In the aphotic (dark) and cold sediment 

environment no appreciable degradation is expected. In 

cases where the surface foulants are foraged or 

otherwise removed, the plastic may subsequently 

resurface into the floating debris.  

Nano/micro plastics on the performance of water 

treatment processes 

NPs/MPs and WWTPs are reciprocal and NPs/MPs can 

also have a detrimental impact on WWTPs. Although 

water and wastewater treatment processes are similar, 

their interactions with NPs/MPs can be different 

because of the quality of water and the type of treating 

units. The low quality of wastewater can modify the 

interactions between NPs/MPs and wastewater 

processes due to the presence of other contaminants and 

lessen the impact of NPs/MPs on the treating units. 

Furthermore, the physical processes used for water 

treatment can work differently towards NPs/MPs than 
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the biological processes of wastewater treatment. The 

performance of WWTPs processes can be compromised 

when NPs/ MPs are present in water therefore the 

impact of NPs/MPs on water and wastewater processes 

must be investigated. 

Coagulation 

Coagulation steps are widely used to remove pollutants 

from water by flocculation followed by air flotation or 

sedimentation. Chemicals flocculating agents such as 

aluminum sulfate, Al2(SO4), 18H2O, or ferric sulfate, 

Fe2(SO4)3, are usually selected due to their efficiency 

and low-cost. Depending on the water pH, the surface 

charge and concentration of the pollutants, flocs are 

quickly formed and settle at the bottom of the tank. A 

certain amount of flocculating agents is necessary to 

either neutralized the surface charge of the particles and 

induce their flocculation or to generate the formation of 

insoluble hydroxide complex entrapping the suspended 

particles. Negatively charged NPs/MPs would interact 

with alum and ferric salts as well as contaminants in 

water and consequently decrease the amount of salts 

available for each particle. Hence, the presence of 

NPs/MPs increase the amount of salts required to 

induce the coagulation and flocculation of contaminants 

in water due to competing reaction. Since the amount of 

NPs/MPs in water remains unknown and hard to 

analyze, NPs/MPs constitute an issue for coagulation 

processes.  

Air flotation 

After being processed to induce the formation of flocs, 

water is aerated to remove the flocculent materials and 

the remaining suspended compounds such as Total 

Suspended Solids (TSSs), biochemical oxygen demand 

(BODs), oil and grease (O&G) based on their 

buoyancy. This aeration step can be performed by a 

Dissolved Air Flotation (DAF) process which generates 

air bubbles of equal micron size (20e70 mm) that attach 

suspended matter and bring the resulting air-solid 

complex to the water surface. Contaminants are then 

removed by skimming. Controlling the size and amount 

of contaminants to be removed is crucial to set suitable 

bubble size and suspended solid to bubbles ratio 

number to obtain an efficient removal. Nevertheless, the 

presences of NPs/MPs in water make these estimations 

more complex. Due to their surface chemistry, 

NPs/MPs can absorb contaminants and form 

agglomerate with other particles in water which 

changes their size and density and therefore makes the 

use of bubbles with an already set size useless. A 

solution would be to investigate the behavior of 

NPs/MPs with TSSs, BODs and O&G to predict the 

size of the particles and optimize the bubble size and 

amount to efficiently remove the contaminants.  

Rapid sand filtration 

RSF is used to catch suspended solids either by 

mechanical straining or by physical adsorption through 

three layers made of anthracite grains, silica sand and 

gravel. RSF is efficient at removing solids particles 

from water however the main issue is that the first top 

layers can be clogged very quickly therefore a regular 

backwash cleaning is required every 2 or 3 days. Since 

NPs/MPs are solid particles with a nano/ micrometer 

scale, they can easily go through the first layer of 

anthracite and reach the silica bed. Nevertheless, 

NPs/MPs would be absorbed by the silica grains by 

hydrophilic interaction, clog the layer and reduce the 

performance of the RSF faster than expected. Although 

a regular backwash is performed, the adsorption of NPs/ 

MPs can be hard to reverse due to the presence of 

hydroxyl groups on the surface of NPs/MPs as a result 

of weathering  

 

Fig Interaction between nano/micro plastics and rapid 

sand filtration processes 

Activated sludge processes and sludge treatment 

TSSs and BODs not removed by aeration are carried to 

bioreactors where the purpose is to use bacteria to 

degrade remaining pollutants via the activated sludge 

process. These processes along with wastewater 

primary treatment produce excess sludge which is 

treated by anaerobic digestion to destroy pathogens 
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before being released into water or onto lands. The 

toxicity of NPs/MPs on aquatic species such as fish, 

corals and invertebrates has been demonstrated however 

the toxicity of these plastic particles on bacteria is still 

unknown. One report demonstrated that PS NPs/MPs 

with the respective size of 55 nm and 1000 nm inhibited 

the growth. 

Filtration membranes  

 

Fig Interaction between nano/micro plastics and 

filtration membranes 

NPs/MPs, the pore size of membranes such as UF 

membranes is in the same range as NPs/MPs size 

making them efficient at removing NPs/MPs from 

water but also increases the interactions between the 

membrane surface and NPs/ MPs. Concentrations of up 

to 107 MPs/day in the filtration permeate were reported, 

however this is without accounting for NPs 

Furthermore, the tendency of MPs to fragment into NPs 

whilst travelling through WWTPs would increase the 

actual amount of NPs reaching the filtration membrane 

and therefore increase the probability of interacting 

with these processes.  

Membrane abrasion 

The filtration performance of membranes can be 

affected by the abrasion of the surface by particles in 

motion, especially in cross-flow systems. After being 

fragmented, NPs/MPs have irregular shapes where the 

edges can damage the membrane. This phenomenon is 

enhanced when high pressures are used as for reverse 

osmosis membranes. The abrasion of reverse osmosis 

membranes due to sand drawn across its surface has 

been reported resulting in the formation of scratch 

marks on the membrane surface. Furthermore, the 

rejection properties of a poly membrane were reduced 

because of the degradation of the pores of the 

membrane by photo catalytic titanium dioxide particles. 

Although no report has been release on the abrasive 

properties of NPs/MPs on filtration membranes, this 

phenomenon is expected to occur on the filtration 

technologies used in WWTPs.  

Membrane fouling 

Membrane technologies are widely used in WWTPs as 

they are a chemically and mechanically resistant, 

available in a wide range of pores sizes and materials, 

and are easy to scale up and operate. Membranes 

selectively separates particles from a solvent mainly 

based on size exclusion mechanisms, allowing the 

solvent to permeate through the membrane pores while 

retaining and concentrating the larger size particles. 

Although filtration membranes have its advantages, 

their major issue is the fouling phenomenon which 

occurs by the adsorption of particles, similar to 

NPs/MPs, on to the membrane surface resulting in a 

decline of the membrane filtration performance. 

Fouling occur owing to particles interrelate with the 

membrane surface which leads to pore overcrowding or 

cake configuration  

Disinfection 

The purpose of disinfection is to destroy any pathogen 

and parasite present in water and wastewater by 

chlorination, ozonation or UV irradiation before reusing 

or releasing the treated stream. Disinfection is usually 

the last treatment performed hence NPs/MPs reaching 

this process are most likely to have interacted with 

micro-organisms in water along their path through the 

WWTP. The adsorption of these entities can lead to the 

formation of a biofilm onto the surface of plastic 

particles which can decrease the efficiency of the 

disinfection process. Chlorination is one of the most 

common treatments which is used to inhibit enzymatic 

activities resulting the death of the bacteria. However, 

the presence of micrometer suspended solids in water 

can hinder the action of chlorine on microorganisms 

which can be trapped within flocs or particles in 

suspension. Hence MPs could take action as defensive 

substrates for bacteria which can oppose to the 

disinfection development  

Pre-treatments limiting the number of nano/micro 

plastics in water and wastewater  

The occurrence of NPs/MPs in water is a threat for 

water and wastewater treatment technologies used in 
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WWTPs. A solution to prevent the adverse impact of 

NPs/MPs on the water processes performance would be 

to reduce the number of NPs/MPs reaching these units.  

Density separation 

Density separation is one of the first techniques used to 

extract MPs from water samples and can be applied to 

contaminated water to limit the number of NPs/MPs in 

WWTPs. Since most of NPs/MPs are made of PE, PP 

and PES it is possible to change the density of water to 

make NPs/MPs float and remove them by skimming. 

The density of most plastics is close to the one of water 

therefore NPs/MPs made of these materials are 

suspended in water making their removal complex. 

Nevertheless, although this process is efficient to 

extract NPs/MPs from samples, it is not suitable for 

WWTPs. Due to the small size of NPs/MPs, the density 

separation process must be done in static mode since 

flowing water would disperse the particles. In addition, 

the density of NPs/MPs depends on their composition, 

not only the polymer they are made of but also any 

additives used during their manufacture or chemicals 

adsorbed on their surface. 

Biodegradation  

A final way to limit the interactions between NPs/MPs 

and filtration membranes is to reduce the number of 

NPs/MPs in water by degrading them before they reach 

the membranes. The fragmentation of NPs/MPs is 

expected to occur in water however the complete 

mineralization of the plastic material in water can take 

hundreds of years. A solution is to increase the 

degradation rate with biological agents using plastic 

materials as source of carbon to grow. Several studies 

reported the biodegradation of PE, PP and PET micro 

particles. The propensity of the fungus Zalerion 

maritimum to degrade PE particles was demonstrated 

and showed that 43% of the plastic was degraded after 

14 days of exposure to the fungus.   

Solutions for water treatment processes 

The main concern related to the impact of NPs/MPs on 

water treatment performance is the lack of knowledge 

regarding the size, concentration and properties of 

NPs/MPs in water. Unlike membrane technology for 

which modification techniques already exist most water 

treatment processes have not been modified to reduce 

the impact of particles such as NPs/MPs. Therefore, 

new solutions must be developed to better understand 

and limit the impact of NPs/MPs on their performance. 

Treating units could be improved against NPs/ MPs 

provided that enough data is available to design new 

procedures. Investigating the agglomeration between 

NPs/MPs and other contaminants in water would allow 

help adapting the size of air bubbles in air flotation and 

choosing appropriate flocculating agents for the 

coagulation processes. Furthermore, knowing the 

toxicity of NPs/MPs on bacteria would allow the 

selection of NPs/ MPs resistant micro-organisms in 

bioreactors. Hence, increasing the knowledge on 

NPs/MPs is crucial to limit their impact on WWTPs 

processes  

CONCLUSION 

The occurrence of NPs/MPs in WWTPs poses a 

concern for the quality of the treated water not only 

because more NPs can be released but also because the 

performance of membrane filtration technologies is 

reduced. The tendency of NPs/MPs to be fragmented 

has been raised however systematic studies are needed 

to assess the mechanism and rate of fragmentation of 

NPs/MPs in water to assess the contribution of WWTPs 

to NPs/MPs pollution. A combination of appropriate 

techniques such as DLS, NTA and SEM is required to 

characterize with accuracy the impact of WWTPs 

processes on NPs/ MPs fragmentation. Knowledge on 

the impact of NPs/MPs on the performance WWTP 

processes is lacking which is a concern for the 

operational costs of treating units. Not only the 

processes are less efficient but the quality of treated 

water is impacted by the presence of NPs/ MPs. Pre-

treatments limiting the number of NPs/MPs in water 

such as density separation, coagulation and 

biodegradation already exist however must be adapted 

to NPs/MPs to protect in place water processes. Internal 

modifications can also be performed on these processes 

to prevent any operational incident and keep water 

quality up to the required standards. Membrane surface 

modification, optimized coagulation agents and 

resistant micro-organisms can be implemented to ensure 

the performance of WWTP processes is not impacted 

by NPs/MPs. Although a substantial amount of work 

has been performed on NPs/MPs pollution, awareness 

on the interactions between NPs/ MPs and WWTPs 

must be raised since constituting an emerging threat for 

aquatic ecosystems and human health.  
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